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West Beach Community Areawide Improvements 
Update #4                                                                                                              02.01.19 
 
The following is a brief summary of related initiatives to address concerns, by property 
owners within Sparrow Pond and Greenslake Cottages, Duneside I and Duneside II, of 
future development within Parcel 13, as described in the Development Agreement 
between the Town of Kiawah Island (TOKI) and Kiawah Partners (KP). The purpose of 
this listing is to provide the essence of issues/concerns and potential ways to address 
the concerns while enhancing the greater neighborhood.  
 
Background 
Over the past 5 years KP has assessed conceptual master plans for Parcel 13 that 
focused on alternative phased residential patterns with related amenities.  In addition to 
a range of densities, this has included alternative ways to access the residences that 
have varied from Beachwalker Drive only, Duneside Road extended only or subsections 
of a combination of both. The first phase of development is Timbers Kiawah, a 21 unit 
high end fractional residential project, which opened for occupancy the end of 2018. 
During the preplanning for Timbers Kiawah it was determined that the most appropriate 
access would be exclusively from Beachwalker Drive, based upon undetermined plans 
by Kiawah Island Golf Resort (KIGR) at the time and a lack of understanding of the 
impact of traffic on Beachwalker Drive associated with access to the public parking area 
of Beachwalker Park. 
 
Since approval of Timbers Kiawah, KIGR has initiated construction of significant 
improvements within West Beach to be completed by 2021 and there is a much clearer 
understanding of adverse traffic impacts on Beachwalker Drive that would impact future 
residential within Parcel 13. Based upon this additional information, KP submitted a 
revised plat in 2018 for future development of Parcel 13 that proposed extending 
Duneside Road and ultimately connect with Beachwalker Drive with a new security gate. 
Safety concerns of increased traffic by property owners within the immediate area lead 
KP to further modify plans to eliminate the road connection with additional security gate 
and establish specific restrictions/limits to density and amenity access for those 
residential units accessed from Duneside Road extended.  
 
Proposed Plat for Parcel 13 
KP has submitted a preliminary plat to the TOKI for Parcel 13, which extends Duneside 
Road and terminates in a cul-de-sac and does not connect with Beachwalker Road and 
the extension known as Cape Point Road. The plat delineates 3 lots: lot 1 (7.001 acres), 
lot 2 (13.811 acres) and lot 3 (3.480 acres). Lot 3 is the parcel conveyed to Timbers 
Kiawah. 
This preliminary plat is pending action before the TOKI Planning Commission and was 
last before the Planning Commission December 5, 2018, at which time KP agreed to a 
two month deferral to allow for the TOKI to conduct a traffic and safety assessment of 
the proposed development. The intent of the deferral and study was to provide the 
Planning Commission and community an independent assessment of traffic impacts 
associated with proposed development and recommendations which would improve 
safety standards for property owners and guests within the area. The preliminary plat is 
scheduled for formal action by the Planning Commission February 6, 2019. 
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Memorandum of Understanding          
Beginning in March 2018, KP conducted a series of informal meetings with select 
property owners within the immediate area of Parcel 13 to share conceptual plans for 
development of Parcel 13. As noted above, these early plans included an alternative 
road plan that connected Duneside Road extension with Beachwalker Road/Cape Point 
with a new security gate. Property Owners indicated substantial concerns about the 
connection, increased traffic, security controls and related impacts. Additionally, KICA 
communicated concerns about security controls and connecting traffic to the existing 
Duneside Road ROW and filed an objection with the TOKI regarding approval of the 
pending plat. KP was recommended to suspend the proposed plat process and 
negotiate with KICA to define appropriate standards to address community concerns. 
Following multiple months of discussions, KP and KICA entered into an agreement 
November 20,2018 in the form of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) defining 
specific standards for future development of Parcel 13. The primary standards agreed to 
are as follows: 

• There shall be no vehicular connection between Duneside Road/Southern 
Pines Lane and Beachwalker Drive/Cape Point Drive  

• Development on Parcels 13A (Lot 2) and a portion of 13B (Lot 1) shall be 
limited to no more than 120 residential dwelling units and related amenities 

• Additional residential dwelling units within Parcel 13B shall be accessed from 
Beachwalker Drive and/or Cape Point Drive and shall not have vehicular 
access to and from Duneside Road and/or Sothern Pines Lane 

• Any future Kiawah Island Club (the Club) facility located on/adjacent to Parcel 
13A shall have primary access to and from Beachwalker Road 

• The Club shall have the ability to locate up to 30 member parking spaces 
accessed from Duneside Road via Southern Pines Lane and shall not connect 
to any other parking lot in such a way as to connect to Beachwalker Drive 

• Additional parking for the Club, commercial deliveries, service and employee 
access shall be via Beachwalker Drive/Cape Point Drive  

• Primary access for construction shall where feasible be via Beachwalker 
Drive/Cape Point Drive…If any construction or development activities provide 
even temporary connectivity to Duneside Road or Southern Pines Lane, these 
connections shall be blocked with appropriate fencing, bollards or other 
material that prevents vehicular access 

• Should the Plat be approved by the TOKI, KP shall record restrictive 
covenants that prohibits KP from extending Southern Pines Lane to provide a 
connection to or access from Cape Point Drive/Beachwalker Drive…and KP 
will contribute to KICA 50% of the cost up to a maximum of $100,000, for the 
design, development and construction of pedestrian and/or safety related 
improvements along Duneside Road, to address safety concerns expressed 
by members of the neighboring communities 

• A DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS (Southern Pines Lane) 
was attached to the MOU which addressed future reconsideration of 
connecting Beachwalker Drive to Duneside Road…This provision reads: KRA 
(KP)…hereby agrees that for a period of ninety-nine (99) years following the 
date hereof the property shall not be extended or used to provide a vehicular 
connection to or access from Cape Point Drive and/or Beachwalker Drive to 
Duneside Road without the written consent of KICA…This was included to 
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allow for reconsideration of security controlled access in the future between 
both parties to the agreement 

 
Kimley – Horn Traffic and Safety Study 
As noted above in the summary for the Proposed Plat for Parcel 13, the TOKI contracted 
with Kimley – Horn (KH) to evaluate the proposed connection of Duneside Road to 
Southern Pines Lane. This professional engineering study included onsite vehicle trip 
movement, field conditions of pedestrian circulation and wayfinding and related 
conditions that contribute to driver and pedestrian safety. Additionally, KH analyzed 
three connection alternatives that included Timbers Kiawah (20DUs) and up to 120 DUs 
within Parcels 13A and B as defined in the MOU. The three alternatives included the 
following: 
 

1. Alternative One – Southern Pines Lane cul-de-sac at Cape Point Road 
2. Alternative Two – Southern Pines Lane exit only onto Cape Point Road 
3. Alternative Three – Southern Pines Lane entrance and exit via Cape Point Road 

 
Seasonal factors, including peak holidays, and industry standards were used by KH to 
comprehensively analyze the existing road pattern to accommodate future traffic. Afield 
visit was conducted to document unique site conditions and identify areas of 
improvement to community infrastructure.  
 
Based upon findings of the work program noted above, KH noted in Conclusions: 
“…there does not appear to be a capacity concerns (sic) with allowing a connection from 
Duneside Road onto Southern Pines Lane in any of the three alternatives analyzed.” KH 
further recommends specific improvements to the trail system with additional segments 
and increased width, integration of raised trail crossings over roads, additional signage 
for speed control and guidance, and selective clearing of vegetation to improve driver 
site lines at the tight curve of Duneside Road. The recommended improvements are 
consistent with similar initiatives noted below. 
   
Working Group of Representatives of Property Owners and KP  
Beginning in early January 2019 a series of informal meetings/conference calls were 
initiated among representatives of the Sparrow Pond/Greenslake Cottages, Duneside I, 
Duneside II Villas owners and KP to discuss ways to address owner concerns of impacts 
of future development. The group recognized the TOKI was conducting a traffic and 
safety assessment of the proposed development, therefore the focus was on ways to 
improve and enhance safe owner/guest pedestrian circulation and use of the pool 
amenity within the neighborhood. It was anticipated a program of improvements would 
be coordinated with similar recommendations cited in the TOKI study. The following is a 
summary of improvements considered for further refinement and approval and as further 
described on attached graphics : 

• Relocate the pedestrian trail that presently exists between the eastern boundary 
of Sparrow Pond Pool and within Duneside Road ROW to the western 
boundary, within the Parcel 13, Lot 1 setback…intent is to improve the safety of 
users of the amenity and redirect beach traffic for others away from the sharp 
turn of Duneside Road…this would also allow for a landscaped edge of ROW  

• Integrate raised panel pedestrian trail crossings and stop signs at key locations 
on Duneside Road (and possibly Beachwalker Drive)…intent is to slow 
vehicular traffic down to improve safety of users going to/from beach and the 
future West Beach Resort improvements 
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• Locate two gated entry points to Sparrow Pond Pool: a principal one to the 
north and a secondary one to the west…intent is to provide users of the amenity 
safer and more convenient ways to access the pool area 

• Improve condition and location of existing KICA pedestrian trails that provide 
access from Inlet Cove Club, Sparrow Pond/Greenslake Cottages and 
Duneside Villas to West Beach Resort and the beach…intent is to upgrade 
condition to contemporary standards and position trails to provide efficient and 
safe movement for guests unfamiliar with destinations 

• Reposition existing bike parking away from Duneside ROW and integrate with 
new trail position along western pool boundary line (as noted in first 
bullet)…intent is to provide users a safer position to park bikes and allow for 
phased growth as demand dictates  

• Complete the additional beach access boardwalk and landscape screening 
between Duneside II and Timbers Resort…intent is to establish alternative ways 
to access beach in advance of future development 

• Remove existing KICA vehicular parking within the Duneside ROW to the north 
of Duneside II…intent is to remove this existing safety hazard prior to future 
pedestrian circulation in the area 

• Implement selective under brushing, pruning and clearing of vegetation and 
trees within the southern area of the Sparrow Pond Pool…intent is to improve 
safety by providing site lines for drivers traveling on tight curve of Duneside 
Road and allow for cottage owners to integrate a fenced kids park-play area 
south of the pool 

• Implement selective pruning and clearing of vegetation and trees within Parcel 
13, Lot 1 setback area to provide sun on pool deck (if desired by 
owners)…intent is to collaborate on ways to improve owner/guest experience 
on existing shaded deck 

• Support initiatives by owners to expand pool deck to meet contemporary ratio 
standards of deck:water (if desired by owners)…intent is to publicly support 
potential variances before the TOKI BZA that may be needed to permit 
expansion within existing setback limits 
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